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$165 billion. The largest segment of
the industry is commercial printing,
which generates over $50 billion in
annual U.S. sales based on available
industry data. The rest of the market
is made up of specialty or niche
printers.
Most of the printing
companies operating in the United
States today are privately held and
individually generate
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than
$35 million in annual sales.
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This premise implies
more merger and acquisition activity
to come in 2007.
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For instance, there has

RR Donnelley is leading the

pack with three recent acquisitions:
Perry Judd, Banta and Von Hoffman.
These acquisitions will have an
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Below are two tables with financial
data that frequently get evaluated by
investors on a periodic basis.
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Table 2

The above data can be used to
extrapolate high and low amounts,
which

lend

itself

to

evaluate

individual company performance,

Moreover, these results can spotlight

not, these High Profile Printers help

trends and patterns over time that

shape the outlook of the printing

become an intricate part of valuing a
business depending on the size and
type of printer. Whether you like it or

on their pulse, you can be one step

industry. So if you keep your finger
ahead of the competition.

er, The Business and Management Advisors, is a CPA firm specializing in the graphic arts industry.
Whatever your goals and needs, we have the solution. Our services include business valuations, mergers and

acquisitions, turnaround management, auditing and tax compliance. The Company has prepared the PIA Ratios
since 1960.

If you have any comments or questions, you may reach us at 888-577-1717 or via e-mail at

talk.to.us@marqolisbecker.com
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